INTRODUCTION
H.264/AVC is currently one of the popular video compression standards [1] . However, with increasingly demands on the high quality of video services, previous video compression standards are no longer satisfied. The new video compression standard, High Efficient Video Coding (HEVC) [2] , had been finalized in April 2013. During the transfer to HEVC, transcoders become practical tools continuing to serve users. A fast transcoder from H.264/AVC to HEVC focusing on the prediction unit (PU) is proposed.
Video transcoding refers to converting the video content from one format into another. For the transcoder of H.264/AVC to HEVC, the video bit-stream of H.264/AVC is fully decoded, and some parameters are extracted. These parameters are mainly motion vectors (MVs), residuals, and modes from each coding block. With strong relation between these two standards, these extracted parameters can be reused for HEVC, and the HEVC encoder does not need to create the related parameters for the prediction. Figure 1 shows the typical fast transcoder architecture. The proposed method is to build up the relation from these extracted parameters of H.264/AVC to predict the PU of HEVC. Then, the original procedure to predict PU by HEVC encoder can be skipped, and therefore the encoding time of HEVC is reduced.
Most related works for the transcoding focus on the fast mode decision and fast motion estimation because the time saving is significant. For the fast mode decision, the relationship between the input block and the current block was explored in [3] . Jing et al. determined the optimal coding mode for the re-encoding process [4] . Zhang et al. determined the best PU by the proposed power spectrum model [5] . As for the fast motion estimation, MV refinement was proposed to have a better MV predictor [3] . Garrido-Cantos et al. proposed to reduce the motion search range for H.264/SVC with the information of H.264/AVC [6] . In [7] , the authors proposed a fast mode decision algorithm for HEVC to H.264/AVC intra frame transcoding. Although promising results have been accomplished, their transcoders are applied for the same coding size between two standards. The coding unit (CU) sizes in depths 0 and 1 of HEVC are larger than the macroblock (MB) size of H.264/AVC. Thus, to design the transcoding from H.264/AVC to HEVC, various procedures are required for the different coding size prediction. A fast mode decision algorithm was proposed to explore the relationship between the input block and the current block for each depth of CU recently [8] . However, the PU was not considered in their method. Thus, a fast transcoding from H.264/AVC to HEVC focusing on PU is proposed.
The proposed algorithm consists of the fast mode decision and the fast motion estimation. Because of various coding sizes between H.264/AVC and HEVC, depths 0 and 1 and depths 2 and 3 of CU are applied various methods. The MVs, residuals, and modes information from H.264/AVC are reused for the PU encoder. As for the fast motion estimation, the MV variance from H.264/AVC is calculated to decide the search range of PU and also to reduce the prediction mode.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, the proposed transcoding method is described. Section 3 shows the simulation results, and the conclusion is in Section 4.
PROPOSED METHOD
The proposed algorithm consists of the fast mode decision and the fast motion estimation. Before discussing the proposed algorithm, the preprocessing of the MV normalization is described.
Motion Vector Normalization
The MV extracted from various temporal references or various spatial sizes of H.264/AVC must be normalized to be the parameter predictor for HEVC. H.264/AVC applies multiple frames for the prediction, and the extracted MV may come from various temporal references. The MV normalization, denoted as mv norm , is derived using (1):
where n is the current frame and n-α is the reference frame. Equation (1) shows that the MV normalization is to divide the frame number between the reference frame and the current frame. In other words, the extracted MV from the reference frame has a larger weighting if the reference frame is closer to the current frame.
H.264/AVC applies variable block sizes for the prediction, and the extracted MV may come from various sizes of the block. The MV normalization is to compare the area of the reference block with the area of the 4×4 block, which is derived using (2) 
Equation (2) shows that the extracted MV from the reference block has a larger weighting if the reference block has a larger area.
Fast Mode Decision Algorithm
In the proposed transcoder, the MVs, residuals, and modes information from H.264/AVC are reused to predict the PU of HEVC. However, the CU sizes in depths 0 and 1 of HEVC are larger than the MB size in H.264/AVC. Thus, the proposed fast mode algorithms for the transcoder to predict PU in depths 0 and 1 and PU in depths 2 and 3 are different.
Fast Mode Decision Algorithm for Depth 0 and 1
The proposed method for the transcoder to predict PU in depths 0 and 1 is described as follows.
For the 2N×2N mode of PU, if all MVs in H.264/AVC are the same, the corresponding blocks in HEVC can be merged into a 2N×2N mode of HEVC. For 2N×N and N×2N modes of PU, the MV variance is defined as:
where N is the total number of MVs in the reference block, and MV µ is the average value of these
MVs. According to (3), the calculations of the MV variances of the block 2N×N and block N×2N are as follows: 
, the mode N×2N in PU is skipped. This is because a reference block with a larger MV variance is with less chance to be the candidate for the prediction. For the asymmetric motion partition (AMP) mode in HEVC, the residual of each MB in H.264/AVC is applied to determine the candidate of the prediction. The residual is denoted as the sum of all the coefficients in the MB, derived using (4):
where (x i , y j ) is the coefficient position of the x-axis and y-axis in an MB, respectively. If the residual of 2N×N (U) is greater than the residual of 2N×N (D) , the 2N×nD mode is skipped. Otherwise, the 2N×nU mode is skipped. As the residual of the N×2N (L) is greater than the residual of N×2N (R) , the nR×2N mode is skipped. Otherwise, nL×2N mode is skipped. This is because a reference block with a larger residual implies that the block is with more content details and has a worse prediction, and the chance to adopt a mode with a worse prediction in H.264/AVC to PU is relatively low.
For the intra mode, it is selected only if the inter prediction has a poor prediction. Thus, if a 2N×2N block contains no any intra mode in H.264/AVC, the intra mode in HEVC is skipped.
Fast Mode Decision Algorithm for Depth 2 and 3
As for the depths 2 and 3, the MB size in H.264/AVC is the same as the CU size in HEVC. The proposed transcoder for fast algorithms in depths 2 and 3 are described as follows, respectively. 
Fast Motion Estimation Algorithm
In general, the procedure of the motion estimation spends the most encoding time. Two methods are applied for the proposed transcoder to reduce the search range of the motion estimation. One is to apply the adaptive motion search, and the other is to adjust the search range by the transition probability of the current encoding PU.
An adaptive motion search is proposed to reduce the search range. The reference search range (refSR) for each PU is defined using (5):
Equation (5) shows that to predict each PU, the search range is replaced by the refSR which is the maximum difference between the advance motion vector prediction (AMVP) of HEVC and each MV from H.264/AVC. Comparing with the fixed search range by HEVC, the proposed refSR is more flexible and effective. This is because the refSR adopts both information of MVs from H.264/AVC and HEVC. If the refSR is small, the MV prediction is with high accuracy. So, the search range can be small. On the other hand, if the refSR is large, the prediction is with low accuracy. The maximum difference between the predicted MVs as the search range shown in (5) can cover the worst condition. The difference between the H.264/AVC MV and the HEVC AMVP with respect to the x and y direction is drawn Figure 3 . In addition to the refSR, the mode transition probability from H.264/AVC to HEVC is also considered. If a PU in HEVC is with high probability to occur, the search range can be longer. Otherwise, the search range can be shorter if this PU rarely occurs.
For depths 2 and 3, the transition probability is directly measured from the mode in H.264/AVC to the PU in HEVC because the MB size in H.264/AVC is the same as the CU size in HEVC. Tables 1 and 2 show the transition probability of depths 2 and 3, respectively. The left column in Table 1 or 2 lists each mode in H.264/AVC and the above row lists the final PU by the HEVC encoder. For each row, it shows the transition probability of a mode in H.264/AVC to a PU in HEVC. The sum of the transition probability of each row is 1. Table 1 . The transition probability for depth 2. Table 2 . The transition probability for depth 3.
For depths 0 and 1 of CU, the CU size in HEVC is large than the MB size in H.264/AVC. If a block has been encoded as a subMB by H.264/AVC, the chance for this block to be merged into a larger size of CU, encoded by HEVC, in depths 0 or 1 is low. In other words, if the current encoding CU contains more subMBs, already encoded by H.264/AVC, the chance for this CU to be encoded by HEVC in depths 0 and 1 is lower. The subMB denotes as a block with an 8×8 size or less. Thus, the transition probability can be obtained by counting the number of subMB within a CU. Counting the subMB is based on each 8×8 block, where an 8×8 block or all the smaller blocks within an 8×8 block are counted by 1. Tables 3 and 4 show the transition probability for depths 0 and 1, respectively. The left column in Table 3 or 4 lists the number of subMB for the current encoding CU, and the above row lists the final PU by the HEVC encoder. For each row, it shows the transition probability of the PU. The sum of the transition probability of each row is 1. Table 3 . The transition probability for depth 0. Table 4 . The transition probability for depth 1.
The search range of a PU is adjusted by a weighting factor which is assigned based on the PU transition probability. The assignment is listed in Table 5 . Finally, the search range is defined using (6):
The final search range is refSR multiplied by the weighting, but it cannot be greater than the default value, 64, of HEVC.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Simulations were taken by both JM, the software of H.264/AVC, version17.2 [9] with a QP value of 24, and HM, the software of HEVC, version 9.2 [10] with QP values 24, 27, 31, and 35. The input sequences were IPPP…P with different classes, and the test zone (TZ) fast search was applied in HEVC [10] . The test hardware was a PC with Intel I7-3770, 3.4GHz CPU, 16G RAM, and Windows 7 the professional system. Experimental results include the fast mode decision, fast motion estimation, and the overall performance. The overall performance is also compared with the performance proposed by [8] . Table 6 lists the performance for the fast mode decision. The proposed method saves 32-35% of the encoding time from the test sequences under four various QPs. In particular, the E class of sequences can save more encoding time because their contents are homogeneous, with smooth contents. Thus, larger size of blocks or more skip modes can be adopted by the proposed method. Table 6 . Experimental results for fast mode decision. Table 7 lists the performance of the fast motion estimation. The proposed method saves approximately to 15% of the encoding time and maintains the R-D performance from the test sequences. In particular, the test sequence RaceHorses in class C has better performance than other sequences. This is because this sequence is a high motion sequence, and the proposed adaptive search range can be more effective than the method of fixed search range. On the other hand, the test sequence Vidyo 1 in class E is a low motion sequence, the TZ search in HEVC can quickly find the best MV so that the time saving by the proposed method is reduced. Table 8 lists the overall performance. The proposed algorithm can save 43-45% of the encoding time. Comparing with [8] , the proposed method performs better in the encoding time but increases the bitrate a little. In particularly, as the QP is closer to the original QP by H.264/AVC, the proposed method saves much of the encoding time. Therefore, as these two transcoding standards are with the closer QP assignment, the proposed algorithm can be more effective.
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Results for the Fast Motion Estimation Algorithm
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CONCLUSIONS
In this work, a fast transcoder from H.264/AVC to HEVC focusing on the PU is proposed. The proposed method consists of the fast mode decision and the fast motion estimation. Various fast mode algorithms are applied to the transcoder for depths 0 and 1, and depths 2 and 3, respectively. As for the fast motion estimation, adaptive search range with the mode transition probability is proposed. Experimental results show the algorithms of the fast mode decision and the fast motion estimation can save 32-35% and 15% of the encoding time, respectively. The overall encoding time can be reduced up to 53%. In other words, more than half of the encoding time can be saved under the acceptable R-D performance. 
